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ABSTRACT: We developed a parametrizable box model to empirically derive the yields of semivolatile products from VOC oxidation using chamber measurements, while explicitly accounting for
the multigenerational chemical aging processes (such as the gasphase fragmentation and functionalization and aerosol-phase oligomerization and photolysis) under diﬀerent NOx levels and the loss
of particles and gases to chamber walls. Using the oxidation of
isoprene as an example, we showed that the assumptions regarding
the NOx-sensitive, multigenerational aging processes of VOC oxidation products have large impacts on the parametrized product
yields and SOA formation. We derived sets of semivolatile product
yields from isoprene oxidation under diﬀerent NOx levels. However, we stress that these product yields must be used in conjunction with the corresponding multigenerational aging schemes in
chemical transport models. As more mechanistic insights regarding SOA formation from VOC oxidation emerge, our box model
can be expanded to include more explicit chemical aging processes and help ultimately bridge the gap between the processbased understanding of SOA formation from VOC oxidation and the bulk-yield parametrizations used in chemical transport
models.

■

gained from laboratory studies.9−11 This discrepancy between
the implementation of detailed chemical mechanism and the
use of simpliﬁed parametrized yields in models have so far
been overlooked. Here, we presented a new way to parametrize
the product yields from VOC oxidation using chamber measurements, taking isoprene oxidation as a speciﬁc example.
We showed that the explicit accounting of chemical aging and
chamber wall-loss processes changed the parametrized yields

INTRODUCTION

Many volatile organic compounds (VOCs) oxidize in the atmosphere to produce lower volatility products that form secondary
organic aerosols (SOA).1−4 Laboratory studies have shown that
the oxidation pathways of VOCs are sensitive to ambient NOx
levels, and that the molecular complexity and aging of VOC
oxidation products have large impacts on the yields and
formation time scales of SOA.1−3,5,6 Many current chemical
transport models simulated the SOA formation from VOC oxidation using parametrized yields derived from simple empirical
theories.7,8 At the same time, an increasing number of those
same models are implementing complex chemical aging processes based on new mechanistic insights on SOA formation
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oxidation state (represented by 2O/C−H/C)25 continued to
increase during an 18-h experiment under low-NOx conditions,1 indicating the formation of highly oxidized (and potentially less volatile) molecules containing one or more peroxy,
hydroxyl, or carbonyl function groups.1,26−28 However, in
chamber experiments under high-NOx conditions, SOA mass
continued to increase even after all the isoprene has reacted.
The mean oxidation state of SOA was higher than that of lowNOx experiment and remained nearly constant during an 18-h
experiment under high-NOx conditions.1
Several model studies have tried to incorporate these new
mechanistic insights gained from chamber experiments to
improve the simple VBS n-product scheme.15,16,23,29 One way
to do this was to allow the generation-one VBS products to
further oxidize and undergo functionalization/fragmentation at
assumed branching ratios.15,16 This approach allowed the formation of higher-generation oxidation products with evolving
volatility proﬁles.15,29 In so doing, the great complexity of the
multigenerational aging of thousands of oxidation products was
reduced and represented with a small set of lumped VBS
products. To date, models using such VBS-plus-aging schemes
have used products yields empirically obtained from eq 1 and
added subsequent multigenerational aging processes.15,16 However, if multigenerational aging was not included during the
parametrization of product yields, then it could bias the
product yields that serve as initial concentrations for subsequent chemistry. Consequently, there is strong potential for
the VBS-plus-aging schemes to overestimate SOA.29,30
In this study, we constructed a box model that included
multigenerational chemistry of isoprene oxidation and the
losses of gas and particles to chamber walls. We then ran the
box model with diﬀerent chemical aging scenarios to ﬁt the
measured time series of SOA mass concentrations from chamber experiments under diﬀerent NOx level. In this way, we
investigate the eﬀects of chemical aging and gas wall losses on
the parametrized yields and SOA formation from isoprene.

and volatility distribution of products, which will in turn aﬀect
the SOA simulation in chemical transport models.
The volatility basis set (VBS) framework, which expands on
the two-product model,12 is a widely used empirical approach
for modeling SOA formation.13−16 Under the VBS framework,
a VOC precursor oxidizes to produce semivolatile and intermediate volatility (SV/IV) products, which are lumped into
n (typically between 4 and 8) bins of eﬀective volatility
(represented by bins of eﬀective saturation vapor concentration, C*i, i = 1 to n).8,9,13 These SV/IV products then
partition into the aerosol phase according to their respective
volatility. To date, most studies parametrized the eﬀective stoichiometric mass yields (αi) of the SV/IV products by ﬁtting to
smog chamber measurements using eq 1,7,8
ξ≡

ΔCOA
=
ΔROG

n

∑ αi ×
i=1

1
1+

Ci*
COA

(1)

where ξ was the aerosol mass fraction (AMF), which was the
bulk yield of SOA mass from a reacted VOC precursor measured in the chamber. ΔROG was the reacted VOC precursor
mass, and ΔCOA was the total SOA mass formed (adjusted for
particle wall-loss). Ci* was the eﬀective saturation vapor concentration of products in the volatility bin i, and COA was the
total SOA mass. Typically, a series of experiments were performed by injecting diﬀerent initial amounts of the VOC
precursor into a chamber to be oxidized, and the values of ξ
were calculated using the measured time series of the SOA
mass and the reacted VOC mass. The product yields in different volatility bins (αi, i = 1 to n) were then determined by
ﬁtting to the resulting series of ξ values.8,9,17
A frequently overlooked fact is that the yields empirically
obtained from ﬁtting eq 1 were theory-speciﬁc. It was assumed
that (1) all wall-losses of particles during the measurement
were accounted for prior to the ﬁtting; (2) no SV/IV gases
were lost to the walls; (3) the volatility of SV/IV products can
be lumped into one single, static set of VBS products, which
allowed no evolution of their volatility by chemical aging; and
(4) the gas/aerosol partitioning of the SV/IV products followed the absorptive partitioning theory. Recent laboratory
results have shown that these assumptions pertaining to eq 1
may not apply.1,18−20 For example, SV/IV gases might be lost
to chamber walls during the experiments, leading to a factor of
2 to 10 underestimation of the product yields, especially when
the seed-to-chamber surface area ratio was relatively low,21−23
although SOA mass yields may not be aﬀected by vapor wall-loss
if the SOA formation was governed by fast quasi-equilibrium
growth on seed particles.24
More importantly, the product yields parametrized from eq 1
were based only on the total SOA mass formed, with little
relevance to the changes of volatility distribution due to aging
either within or beyond the chamber experiment time scale
(typically a few hours). In reality, the SV/IV products from
VOC oxidation undergo mutigenerational aging processes that
were highly sensitive to NOx, within the time scale of the chamber experiments and also beyond,1,19 leading to signiﬁcant
changes in volatility and thus SOA yields. For example, under
low-NOx (HO2-dominant) conditions, chamber experiments of
isoprene oxidation showed that SOA mass began to decline
once all isoprene was consumed.1,5 This decline of SOA mass
may be due to the photolysis of hydroperoxides in the aerosol
phase, or the evaporation of SOA mass once gas-phase compounds were reacted away.5,6 At the same time, the mean SOA

■

METHODOLOGY
Chamber Experiment Results from Xu et al.1 We used
the time series of SOA mass concentrations in the isoprene
oxidation experiments by Xu et al.,1 which were conducted in
the Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) dual 10.6 m3
Teﬂon environmental chambers with diﬀerent initial concentrations of isoprene and NOx. The chambers were ﬂushed with
pure air prior to each experiment and no seed particles were
used. UV lamps initiated the photochemical reactions. A proton transfer reaction mass spectrometer (PTR-MS) measured
the concentrations of isoprene and two of its major oxidation
products, methacrolein (MACR) and methyl vinyl ketone
(MVK). A scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) measured
the aerosol size distribution between 14.1 and 710.5 nm every
5 min. SOA mass concentrations were calculated from the aerosol
volume concentrations measured by the SMPS, assuming particle
densities of 1.3 g cm−3 (experiment 2) and 1.4 g cm−3
(experiments 6 and 8). We analyzed results from three
experiments with diﬀerent initial NO/isoprene ratios: ∼0, 3.0,
and 7.3 (experiments 2, 6, and 8 in Xu et al.1) to examine the
impact of NOx. In experiment 2, the NOx concentration was
below the detection limit (1 ppb) throughout the experiment,
such that organic peroxy radicals (RO2) mainly reacted with
HO2; this was referred to as an “HO2-dominant” experiment.
In experiments 6 and 8, NO was injected into the chambers
and RO2 radicals may react with HO2, NO, and NO2. We referred
9226
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Figure 1. Schematic of the box model describing the multigenerational chemistry of isoprene oxidation leading to SOA formation.

to experiments 6 and 8 as “intermediate-NOx mixed” and
“high-NOx mixed” experiments, respectively. Measurements
from the other ﬁve experiments in Xu et al.1 were used for
validation (Supporting Information, SI).
Box Model for SOA Formation from Isoprene Oxidation. We constructed a parametrizable box model to simulate the oxidation of isoprene and the subsequent multigenerational chemistry of the gas and aerosol products. Our box
model was built on the framework of the Model for Simulating
Aerosol Interactions and Chemistry (MOSAIC),31 which was a
discretized-size-bin model originally developed to describe the
chemical and microphysical evolution of inorganic aerosols.
Here we included a multigenerational aging scheme for isoprene oxidation using the modiﬁed VBS aging scheme developed by Shrivastava et al.15 Figure 1 and Table S1 show the
gas- and aerosol-phase reactions and gas-particle mass transfer
pathways in the model. Isoprene reacts with OH (reaction R1,
rate constant k1 = 1.0 × 10−10 cm3 molecule−1 s−1)32 to produce generation-one semivolatile gas products (G1,i, i = 1 to 4)
in four eﬀective saturation vapor concentration bins (C*i, i = 1
to 4): 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 μg m−3 at yields αi (i = 1 to 4), respectively. Some intermediate-volatility products with saturation
vapor concentrations between 103−105 μg m−3 may potentially
oxidize to form SOA.33 However, the maximum SOA concentration measured during the experiments by Xu et al.1 was
<25 μg m−3; thus there will be large uncertainty when interpreting the yields for products with saturation vapor concentrations exceeding 103 μg m−3, as less than 3% of those products
partitioned into the particle phase.13 Note that the generation-one
products here refer to the lumped semivolatile products in the
VBS framework; they do not directly correspond to speciﬁc ﬁrstgeneration products from isoprene oxidation, such as MACR,
MVK, or isoprene hydroxy-hydroperoxides (ISOPOOH).
We assumed that the generation-one products may react
with OH (reaction R2, rate constant k2 = 2.0 × 10−11 cm3
molecule−1 s−1)34 to form generation-two products (G2,i, i = 1
to 4) with one of three chemical transformation branches: (1)
some products fragmented to form generation-two products in
the highest volatility bin (from G1,i to G2,4, i = 1 to 4)

(quantiﬁed by a branching ratio BRfrag); (2) some products
functionalized to form generation-two products in a volatility
bin that is one lower (from G1,i to G2,i−1, i = 2,3,4) (branching
ratio BRfunc) with a 15% mass increase due to the added oxygen;
and (3) 10% of the product formed highly volatile gases (Gv),
which no longer contribute to SOA formation. Generation-two
products were also assumed to undergo similar aging processes
to form generation-three products. The higher generation
products were lumped into the generation-two products to
reduce computation cost.
The rate of mass growth for SOA particles of diameter Dp in
the ith volatility bin

(

dSOA i(Dp)
dt

) due to diﬀusive condensation

th

of generation-j gases in the i volatility bin was calculated as
follows:35
dSOA i(Dp)
dt

=

ji

ji 4σMi zyz yzzz
zzχ zzf (Kn , a)
RTρDp zz i zz
{ {
k

∑ 2πDgasDpjjjjjjCj ,i − C*j ,iexpjjjjj
i

k

(2)

where Cj,i and C*j,i were the gas phase concentration and saturation vapor concentration of organic product Gj,i, respectively.
σ was the particle surface tension (0.05 N m−1),36 Mi was the
molecular weight of the organic species in the ith volatility bin
(assumed to be uniformly 250 g mol−1), Dgas was the diﬀusion
coeﬃcient of the organic species in air (set to a constant of
0.05 cm2 s−1),37 R was the universal gas constant, T was the
temperature (K), ρ was the particle density (1 g cm−3), χi was
the mole fraction of the ith volatility-bin species in the particle
phase. f(Kn,a) was the correction factor for noncontinuum
conditions (SI).38
We further assumed that species in the condensed phase
may undergo either one or two types of chemical transformation: (1) slow oligomerization of the semivolatile SOA to
form nonvolatile, nonabsorptive SOA (NVSOA) on a time
scale (τolig) of 20 h39 or a time scale of 10 min40 (ﬁrst order
rate constant kolig = 1/τolig); and/or (2) all condensed organics
may photolyze to form highly volatile species (beyond the SV/
IV range), with an assumed photolysis frequency of J = 3.2 ×
10−6 s−1.41 Aerosols were assumed to be internally mixed
9227
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gas wall-loss module turned on

gas wall-loss module turned on

gas wall-loss module turned on
gas wall-loss module turned on

FragH_OligF_P/FragM_OligF/
FragL_OligF
9/10/11

The particle wall-loss module was turned on for all chemical scenarios.

FragH_OligS/FragM_OligS/
FragL_OligS
6/7/8

a

Non-aging
FragH_OligS_P/FragM_OligS_P/
FragL_OligS_P
2
3/4/5

same as the gas phase chemistry in
FragH_OligS_P/FragM_OligS_P/FragL_OligS_P

same as in non-aging_noGL
semivolatile SOA mass oligomerized to form nonvolatile SOA
(NVSOA) on a time scale of 20 h (kolig = 1.39× 10−5 s−1).
at the same time, semivolatile SOA and NVSOA mass were
removed by photolysis (J = 3.2 × 10−6 s−1).
semivolatile SOA mass oligomerized to form NVSOA
on a time scale of 20 h (kolig = 1.39× 10−5 s−1). no photolysis
of SOA.
semivolatile SOA mass oligomerized to form NVSOA on a time scale of 10 min
(kolig = 1.67 × 10−3 s−1). semivolatile SOA and NVSOA
mass were removed by photolysis (J = 3.2 × 10−6 s−1) in
FragH_OligF_P. no SOA photolysis in FragM_OligF
and FragL_OligF.

no chemical aging in the aerosol phase

no chemical aging of the generation-one
semivolatile from isoprene oxidation
same as in non-aging_noGL
generation-one semivolatile products were oxidized
to produce generation-two products with BRfrag
= 0.75 (H)/0.5 (M)/0.25 (L) and BRfunc = 0.15 (H)/
0.4 (M)/0.65 (L), respectively
same as the gas phase chemistry in
FragH_OligS_P/FragM_OligS_P/FragL_OligS_P
non-aging_noGL
1

chemical scenarios

Table 1. Design of Model Chemical Scenarios

gas-phase chemical transformation

aerosol-phase chemical transformation

wall-loss of semivolatile gasesa

within each of the 50 size bins. The particle size changes due to
diﬀusive condensation/evaporation and Brownian coagulation
were simulated using the moving-section approach.42,43
We explicitly accounted for the loss of particles and reactive
gases to the chamber walls in our box model. The loss of
particles to the chamber walls was characterized by a sizedependent, ﬁrst-order deposition rate.44 We tuned this particle
deposition rate in our box model to match the particle number
concentration and size distribution measurements from a separate ammonium sulfate particle deposition experiment by Xu
et al.1 We assumed the deposition of semivolatile organic gases
to chamber walls to be irreversible.21,22,45 The ﬁrst-order deposition frequency of a semivolatile gas was calculated as a function
of the eddy diﬀusion coeﬃcient in the chamber and the mass
accommodation coeﬃcient of the semivolatile gas on the wall.22
In turn, the mass accommodation coeﬃcient of a semivolatile
gas on the wall was a function of its volatility,22 which we tuned
for the PNNL chamber. Further details about the particle and
gas wall-loss calculations are given in the SI.
Chemical Scenarios and Fitting Procedure. We designed
model experiments with eleven chemical scenarios, each with a
diﬀerent combination of chemical aging processes in the gas
and particle phases and wall-loss treatments. Table 1 describes
the chemical scenarios (scenarios 1 to 11). The simplest, “Nonaging_noGL” scenario assumed that no chemical transformation took place in either the gas or particle phase beyond
the production of the generation-one products, and that no
reactive gases were lost to the walls. Then, the wall-loss of
semivolatile species was turned on in a “Non-aging” scenario.
Keeping the wall-loss of semivolatile gases turned on, we further experimented with diﬀerent conﬁgurations of multigenerational chemistry in the gas-phase by setting the branching
ratios for fragmentation and functionalization (BRfrag, BRfunc)
to (0.25, 0.65), (0.5, 0.4), or (0.75, 0.15), respectively. In addition, we experimented with diﬀerent conﬁgurations of particlephase chemistry: slow oligomerization of semivolatile SOA
to form NVSOA, as well as inclusion/exclusion of SOA
photolysis.
We ﬁtted our box model to the observed time series of SOA
masses under diﬀerent levels of NOx using a two-step procedure, using the generation-one product yields (αi) as tunable
parameters. First, for each chemical scenario, we varied each of
the four generation-one product yields between 10−5 to 10−1
with 40 logarithmic increments, performing 404 = 2 560 000
model realizations. For each model realization, we ran the
model to oxidize isoprene (OH concentration was constrained
by the measured isoprene decay rate) assuming the gas phase
chemistry of that scenario and gas wall-loss turned on for a
short period of initialization time (t0 = 0.75, 1, and 3 h for
experiments 2, 6, and 8 in Xu et al.,1 respectively). By these
t0 times, the SMPS could measure the aerosol size distribution
between 14.1 and 710.5 nm in the chamber. From t0 onward,
we assumed that the SMPS-observed aerosol size distributions
at t0 served as de facto aerosol seeds, which were inert and
would not subsequently evaporate or chemically age. We then
used the simulated gaseous product concentrations at t0 as
initial conditions and restart the model from t0 to simulate the
isoprene oxidation chemistry using the consistent chemical
scenario and αi values. We computed the sum-of-squared differences between measured and simulated time series of SOA
concentrations from the initialization time (t0) to the end of
experiment (18, 18, and 14 h for experiments 2, 6, and 8 in Xu
et al.,1 respectively). The model realization with the least

gas wall-loss module turned oﬀ
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Figure 2. Observed (black) and simulated time series of SOA mass and the isoprene concentrations (green) for the (a) HO2-dominant,
(b) intermediate-NOx, and (c) high-NOx mixed experiments conducted by Xu et al.1 The simulated time series of SOA mass that best-ﬁtted the
observations under diﬀerent chemical scenarios are shown. The correlation coeﬃcients between the observed and simulated time series are shown
in parentheses.

Table 2. Best-Fit Chemical Scenarios and Product Mass Yields for the HO2-Dominant, Intermediate-NOx, and High-NOx
Mixed Experiments, and Comparison with the Yields in the Literature Used by Chemical Models
C* (μg m−3)
experiments (chemical scenarios)
HO2-dominant experiment (FragH_OligS_P)
HO2-dominant experiment (Non-aging)
intermediate-NOx mixed experiment (FragL_OligS)
intermediate-NOx mixed experiment (FragL_OligF)
high-NOx mixed experiment (FragM_OligS)
high-NOx mixed experiment (FragM_OligF)
literaturea
HO2-dominant experimenta
intermediate-NOx mixed experimenta
high-NOx mixed experimenta

0.1
3.68
6.26
3.68
1.80
3.68
3.68

×
×
×
×
×
×

1
10−5
10−4
10−5
10−3
10−5
10−5

5.52
2.65
3.68
2.61
3.68
3.68

×
×
×
×
×
×

10
10−4
10−2
10−5
10−4
10−5
10−5

6.00 × 10−3
3.10 × 10−3
2.00 × 10−4

0.0
0.0
0.0

2.82
1.73
1.80
1.80
3.68
3.68

×
×
×
×
×
×

100
10−1
10−2
10−3
10−3
10−5
10−5

2.00 × 10−2
1.75 × 10−2
1.5 × 10−2

6.44
2.43
2.50
2.18
2.44
2.34

×
×
×
×
×
×

10−2
10−1
10−1
10−1
10−1
10−1

1.00 × 10−2
1.00 × 10−2
1.00 × 10−2

a
Product yields in the literature were derived assuming no chemical aging by ﬁtting to eq 1 and were used by the WRF-Chem and PMCAMx
models.14,15

as formic acid, acetic acid, glycolaldehyde, and hydroxyacetone.47 In the aerosol phase, oligomers (mostly dimers) have
been detected in similar experiments.18 The hydroperoxides in
SOA may photolyze, or the gas-phase compounds may fragmentize and the corresponding SOA mass evaporate to the gas
phase, which both could result in the observed fast decay of
SOA mass.5,6 Given these observational constraints, we experimented with chemical scenarios including multigenerational gas
chemistry and aerosol-phase oligomerization and photolysis.
Figure 2(a) shows the measured time series of SOA mass
during the HO2-dominant experiment in Xu et al.,1 as well as
the simulated time series of SOA mass that best ﬁtted the
measurements assuming diﬀerent chemical scenarios. Table 2
compares the generation-one product yields obtained from the
ﬁtting under diﬀerent chemical scenarios. The best ﬁt against
measurements was obtained assuming nonaging of the gaseous

sum-of-squared diﬀerence was selected to indicate the best-ﬁt
generation-one product yields for that speciﬁc chemical
scenario.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Yields of Semivolatile Products from Isoprene Oxidation for HO2-Dominant Experiment. We began by investigating the SOA formation from isoprene oxidation for the
HO2-dominant experiment, guided by the mechanistic insights
indicated by previous chamber studies.1,5 Experiments showed
that OH-oxidation of isoprene produced ISOPOOH as the
major ﬁrst-generation product under HO2-dominant environments.46 Oxidation of ISOPOOH by OH mainly produced
isoprene epoxydiols (CH2OHC(CH3)OCHCH2OH, hereafter
IEPOX) by functionalization. IEPOX reacted with OH to form
organic peroxides and polyols, as well as smaller products such
9229
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Figure 3. Simulated product mass distributions under speciﬁc chemical scenarios under diﬀerent NOx conditions. For HO2-dominant experiment:
(a) the Non-aging scenario and (b) the FragH_OligS_P scenario; for intermediate-NOx mixed experiment: (c) the FragL_OligS scenario and
(d) the FragL_OligF scenario; for high-NOx mixed experiment: (e) the FragM_OligS scenario and (f) the FragM_OligF scenario. For each
simulation, the product masses at t = t0, at time when SOA mass peaked, and at a time near the end of the experiment are shown. The white bars
represent the gas phase concentrations in each volatility bin. The green bars represent aerosol phase concentrations when SOA mass peaked (dark
green) and near the end of the experiments (light green).

and aerosol products (Non-aging scenario, r = 0.95). A good ﬁt
was also obtained under the FragH_OligS_P sceneario (r =
0.94), which assumed multigenerational gas-phase chemistry
with BRfrag = 0.75 and BRfunc = 0.15, slow SOA oligomerization
(τolig = 20 h), and SOA photolysis. Chemical scenarios with
lower fragmentation branching ratios were unable to ﬁt the
measurements. The high BRfrag value in our best-ﬁt scenario is
somewhat contradictory to the experimental indication of
organic peroxides and polyols (both highly functionalized) as
the major products from IEPOX oxidation in the HO2 experiments.48 However, we stress that the fragmentation branching
ratio, as implemented in our box model, represents an eﬀective
ratio for the overall fragmentation of the lumped, multigeneration VBS products. In addition, the high best-ﬁt BRfrag
may compensate for the oligomerization of SOA and/or the
lower volatility range in our VBS framework.
The simulated evolutions of SOA mass under the two bestﬁt scenarios were diﬀerent (Figure 2(a)). Between t0 (0.75 h)
and the time when measured SOA mass peaked (5 h), the
FragH_OligS_P simulation underestimated the observed SOA
mass while the Non-aging simulation overestimated the observed
SOA mass. During the remainder of the experiment and for

simulation times beyond the experiment, the simulated SOA
mass under the FragH_OligS_P scenario decayed slower than
that simulated under the Non-aging scenario. Table 2 showed
that the generation-one semivolatile product mass was mostly
in the C* = 10 μg m−3 bin for the FragH_OligS_P scenario
but mostly in the C* = 100 μg m−3 bin for the Nonaging
scenario.
To understand the diﬀerences between the Non-aging and
FragH_OligS_P simulations, we examined the simulated product mass distributions under the two chemical scenarios at t =
t0, t = 5 h (when SOA mass peaked), and t = 18 h (end of the
experiment), respectively (Figure 3(a, b)). In the FragH_OligS_P simulation, initially the semivolatile gases were mostly
in the higher volatility bins due to the larger yields. By t = 5 h,
a fraction of the semivolatile product mass was moved to the
C* = 10 μg m−3 bin by gas-phase functionalization. During the
latter part of the FragH_OligS_P simulation (t = 18 h), SOA
mass decayed due to the loss of semivolatile gases to chamber
walls, but this decay was relatively slow due to the oligomerization of semivolatile SOA to from NVSOA. The loss of SOA
mass via photolysis of aerosol-phase products was less important, as evidenced by a sensitivity simulation using the best-ﬁt
9230
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volatility bin. The product yield at C* = 10 μg m−3 were substantially higher for the FragL_OligS scenario in the intermediateNOx mixed experiment than that for the FragM_OligS scenario in
the high-NOx mixed experiment. This resulted in higher overall
SOA production from isoprene oxidation under intermediateNOx conditions than under high-NOx conditions (Figure 3(c)
and 3(e)).
Impacts of the Rate of Oligomerization on Product
Yields. We took the chemical scenarios that best-ﬁtted the
measurements for the HO2-dominant and mixed experiments
and accelerated the oligomerization, such that semivolatile
SOA oligomerize to form NVSOA on a time scale of 10 min.40
The best-ﬁt results for these three additional chemical scenarios (FragH_OligF_P, FragL_OligF, and FragM_OligF;
scenarios 9 to 11 in Table 1) are shown in Figure 2 and Table 2.
We found that the FragH_OligF_P scenario did not ﬁt the
observed time series of SOA mass for the HO2-dominant
experiment (r = 0.51). For the intermediate-NOx and highNOx mixed experiments, the simulations assuming fast oligomerization produced better ﬁtting results with the observed
time series of SOA mass than those assuming slow oligomerization, especially during the decaying stage of SOA mass. This
is consistent with experimental evidence indicating more extensive oligomerization in mixed experiments than in HO2-dominant
experiments.18 Figure 3(d, f) showed that fast oligomerization
resulted in most of SOA mass being moved to NVSOA for the
mixed experiments. The assumption of faster SOA oligomerization increased the best-ﬁt product yields at C* = 0.1 and
1 μg m−3 for the intermediate-NOx mixed experiments, which
suppressed SOA formation during the early stages of the experiment by increasing gas wall-loss. The best-ﬁt product yields
for the high-NOx experiment did not change signiﬁcantly when
diﬀerent oligomerization rates were applied. This was likely
because the high-NOx experiment was conducted for a shorter
period of time, such that there was insuﬃcient observational
constraint on the SOA mass evolution at longer time scales
(Figure 2(c)).
Impact of Gas Wall-Loss on Yields. We investigated the
impacts of gas wall-loss to the generation-one product yields by
conducting a simulation for HO2-dominant experiment with
no gas/aerosol phase aging and no loss of gases to walls
(Non_aging_noGL scenario) but found the model unable to
ﬁt the observed time series of SOA mass (Figure 2(a), r =
0.67). The simulation underestimated SOA mass during the
ﬁrst 10 h but grossly overestimated the measured SOA mass at
longer times, as semivolatile gases was retained in the model.
By accounting for the wall-loss of reactive gases during the
ﬁtting of product yields using chamber SOA measurements,
the parametrized overall semivolatile organic mass yield was
increased from 4.3% to 6.7%, which will in turn enhance the
simulated atmospheric SOA concentrations in chemical transport models.22,23
Simulated Atmospheric SOA Concentrations Using
Our Best-Fit Chemical Scenarios and Product Yields
and Implications for Chemical Transport Models.
We simulated atmospheric SOA concentrations from isoprene
oxidation by applying our best-ﬁt chemical scenarios and semivolatile product yields under diﬀerent NOx levels, the results
are shown in Figure 4. To simulate atmospheric SOA concentrations, we turned oﬀ the gas and particle wall-loss calculations in our model and set a dilution rate of 6% per hour to
represent the dilution of gas and particle concentrations due to
mixing with ambient air.15

yields of FragH_OligS_P scenario with photolysis turned oﬀ
(Figure S8). In contrast, under the Non-aging scenario, SOA
was formed at the beginning of the simulation by condensation
of semivolatile products. To suppress wall-loss of gases, most
of the generation-one product mass was distributed in the
highest volatility bin (C* = 100 μg m−3). This mass distribution of products was relatively stable with respect to time,
because no chemical aging took place. As a result, during the
latter part of the simulation, organic mass was more rapidly lost
to the walls compared to the FragH_OligS_P simulation, and
SOA mass quickly decayed.
Our analyses above showed that including the multigenerational gas-phase chemistry and aerosol-phase reactions explicitly during the ﬁtting changed the parametrized product yields
and the simulated SOA mass evolution over a long time-scale,
even for HO2-dominant experiment where the chemistry was
relatively simple.
Yields of Semivolatile Products and SOA from Isoprene Oxidation for Mixed Experiment. In isoprene photooxidation experiments with NO injected into the chambers,
MACR were found to be the main ﬁrst-generation products
leading to SOA formation.1,6 The peroxy radical of MACR
(MACRO2) may react with NO, forming products that further
fragmented into volatile species (such as hydroxyacetone and
methylglyoxal) and resulted in ineﬃcient SOA formation.49,50
Alternatively, MACRO2 may react with NO2 to form methacryloylperoxynitrate (MPAN), which could be further oxidized and functionalized to form 2-methylglyceric acid (2-MG).51
Thus, fragmentation and functionalization reactions can have
large impacts on the SOA yields in the mixed experiments, and
their relative contributions depend on the NO/NO2 ratio.
Oligomerization with three and four monomer units were
observed during mixed experiments.6,18 SOA photolysis was
not observed to be signiﬁcant in mixed experiments.1,5 Given
these experimental constraints, we simulated with multigenerational gas-phase chemistry using diﬀerent combinations of
fragmentration/functionalization branching ratios, as well as
aerosol oligomerization to ﬁt the measurements.
Figure 2(b, c) showed the measured time series of SOA
mass, as well as the simulated time series that best ﬁtted the
measurements for the intermediate-NOx and high-NOx mixed
experiments, respectively. For the intermediate-NOx mixed
experiment, the simulation with BRfrag= 0.25 and BRfunc = 0.65
ﬁtted the measurements best (FragL_OligS scenario, r = 0.93).
For the high-NOx mixed experiment, best-ﬁt was found with
BRfrag = 0.5 and BRfunc = 0.4 (FragM_OligS scenario, r = 0.86).
These ﬁtting results indicated that higher initial NO concentrations led to more fragmentation of isoprene oxidation products, which corroborated the experimental evidence of enhanced
fragmentation and delayed SOA formation under higher initial
NO levels.1,52 Sensitivity simulations using the Non-aging scenario were unable to reproduce the observed evolution of SOA
mass. This was consistent with the observation that, for mixed
experiments, SOA mass started to increase only after nearly all
isoprene was consumed,1 which indicates that SOA were
composed of second and/or later generation products.
Table 2 compares the best-ﬁt generation-one product mass
yields for intermediate-NOx and high-NOx mixed experiments. The two mixed experiments both produced most of the
generation-one product mass in the C* = 100 μg m−3 bin. This
was because SOA mass formation was delayed in the presence
of NOx, such that the ﬁtting suppressed initial SOA formation
by forming generation-one products mass in the highest
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Figure 4. Simulated concentrations of atmospheric SOA from isoprene oxidation using our best-ﬁt chemical scenarios/product yields under
diﬀerent levels of NOx: (a) the HO2-dominant experiment; (b) the intermediate-NOx mixed experiment; and (c) the high-NOx mixed experiment.

due to uncertainty in the thermal stability of the oligomers,53,54
which will be explored in a future work.
We presented above a new way to parametrize the yields of
semivolatile products from VOC oxidation (using isoprene as
an example), while explicitly accounting for the multigenerational chemical aging processes under diﬀerent NOx levels and
the loss of particles and gases to chamber walls. We found that
the assumptions regarding the multigenerational aging processes
have large impacts on the parametrized product yields. It is
therefore important that the SOA formation mechanisms
implemented in chemical transport models be driven by product
yields that were derived from consistent SOA formation
pathway assumptions. The details of many multigenerational
aging processes leading to SOA formation (such as gas-phase
fragmentation/functionalization, aerosol-phase oligomerization,
and photolysis), are still poorly understood and need to be
better constrained in the laboratories. As more mechanistic
insights regarding SOA formation from VOC oxidation emerge,
our box model can be expanded to include more explicit chemical aging processes and help ultimately bridge the gap between
the process-based understanding of SOA formation from VOC
oxidation and the bulk-yield parametrizations used in chemical
transport models.

Under HO2-dominant conditions, the simulated atmospheric SOA concentrations using the best-ﬁt Non-aging scenario/
yields were higher than that of the FragH_OligS_P scenario/
yields during the ﬁrst 26 h. In chamber ﬁtting under the
Non-aging scenario, the loss of SOA mass at long simulation
time was mostly gas and particle wall-loss. Thus, the simulated
atmospheric SOA concentrations would be higher when the
gas and particle wall-losses were turned oﬀ. Accounting for multigenerational chemistry in the gas phase and oligomerization/
photolysis in the aerosol phase (FragH_OligS_P scenario)
slowed SOA formation rate in the ﬁrst few hours and decreased
the peak SOA mass. After the ﬁrst 26 h, much of the semivolatile
SOA have oligomerized to NVSOA in the FragH_OligS_P
scenario, such that the decay rate of SOA mass slowed and high
SOA concentrations was sustained.
In the presence of NOx, initially the simulated atmospheric
SOA concentrations were similar regardless of the assumptions
of SOA oligomerization rates. Beyond the ﬁrst 15 h or so, the
SOA concentrations remained relatively constant in the fast
oligomerization scenarios, while the SOA concentrations for
the slow oligomerization scenarios gradually decreased. This
was because fast oligomerization transformed most of the semivolatile SOA mass to NVSOA after only 15 h, such that less
organic mass was lost to fragmentation. Thus, the rate at which
SOA oligomerize have large impacts on the fate of atmospheric
SOA. At present, it remains diﬃcult to determine what oligomerization rates are appropriate for isoprene oxidation product
under diﬀerent levels of NOx. Xu et al.1 conducted thermal
denuder measurements to quantify the volatility of SOA from
isoprene oxidation. However, we were unable to use those
measurements to constrain the choice of oligomerization rates
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